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The concept of life is one of the new challenges against current human. This issue
is so complex from the viewpoint of thinkers of religion and morality philosophy,
psychology science and all persons who are searching the concept of life that
some different approaches have been presented in accordance with foundations,
religious, social and moral affiliation. The complexity is not only in the concept of
"life", but also it is in the unclear understanding of "concept" and its truth in the
life. The concept of life is the fulfilment of human reality in life. A reality that
contains all of the essence and nature of human that human will grow by it and
will be different with some other creatures. This truth, has some existential and
conceptual degrees such as brain, soul, nature, heart and essence. On the one
hand, this truth is god-based and not human-based, thus human is a place for
revelation of it and not revealer of it. In this time human truth is the manifestation
of the glorious god and their life is full of meaningfully. In this case, humans
arenot a resident, natural, obliged andempty creature that can fulfill themselves by
despotic authority, but also they are a creative and active creature that they will
execute the talents and nature abilities and they won't stop till they reach their
aims and until they are in that ascendant direction, they achieve the real definition
of life.
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INTRODUCTION
Some serious, effective and transformative questions have
been provided in facing with some situations such as,
death, pain, injustices, the fall of values and comparing
self-humanities. Why are they living?How are they living?
What is the definition of life? Is there any intelligent plan?
If there are some intelligent plans, thus what are they
resulting from? What are they about? If there is no such
plans, what is the conclusion of life? The answers of these
questions could lead to structural and fundamental
changes in the human's life. The negative approaches
challenged humans and were associated with physical and
mental damages and then uselessness, hopelessness and
senselessness crises will be created. Human will be faced
with existential valuable truth by the positive approaches
and finally humans will be meaningfully and tranquil.

However most of people are living without any
consideration of its definition, but the life of modern
humans will be changed because they changed their aims
against god, religious, world and human. Some ways have
been crossed in order to answer those questions. Someone
denied the life meaningfully and selected the emptiness
way. Some other one looks for meaning in senselessness.
They propose death and suicide. Some thinkers believe
meaningfully of life by different interpretations and
descriptions, but until now, they cannot provide a
thoughtful and comprehensive answer. The giddiness,
agitation, depression, hopelessness and senselessness are

the results of inefficiency of this view. So human's life has
been affected by a sort of misconception and semantic
ambiguity. If contemporary human could not found a
suitable answer for it, some existential and conceptual
crises will be created. So what is the real meaning of life?
Is there any definite and certain answer to that question?
This paper is aimed to describe therealistic approaches
that were resulted from Islamic definitions and
philosophyin order to avoid this problem that is created by
human beings.

The Applied Evaluation Of Life And Definition
Vocabularies

Life and definition have the ability to be understood by
different meanings and applications, but in the current
research, they are the related applications to human. Life
that was used in the Quran as "inspiration", will be
fulfilled byblowing divine spiritwithin human. "And when
I have proportioned him and breathed into him of my
[created] soul, then fall down to him in prostration."On the
one hand the soul indicates the human's survival and on
another hand is the position of human's nature,
ratiocination and authority. The Islamic interpreters
defined the human life as a set of performances that were
associated with authority and intellection. Avicenna
considered life as an act and work with emotion and
perception. Sartre by accepting the viewpoint of
Heidegger believed that the human life is to achieve the
freedom, and this freedom is based on the authority of
each human.  Viktor Frankl, the founder of Logotherapy
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School considered the life as a farm of a huge set of
hidden abilities and opportunities in transient existence of
human that should be turned into reality and they believed
that human is a responsible and free creature that should
potentially fulfil their life.

So the human life is an opportunity that will use it in life
in accordance with features and hidden talents in human
and it will be appeared in the rational decisions of human.
This kind of life won't be defined for any other creature
except human.This life considered all the levels, layers,
biological (physical) and psychological dimension and all
the issues that is imaginable for human and it won't
consider any limitations in them. Furthermore against the
view of some human-oriented thinkers that were
considering the life just for human, the life is not specially
for humans, because a clear display of human life cannot
be achieved without any attention to the relation between
human life and the life of other creatures so in this
research the human life is specially discussed. The reality
of human life is the fulfilment of those orders that were
defined in the human life, it means that the human life will
be meaningful if some talents and individual capabilities
that are hidden in the human nature, fulfil in the human's
brain and soul. Each person has meaningful life in
accordance with the use of talents. This ascending way
will be continued till fulfillment of reality of theblessed
and supreme Lord.The Morteza Motahari by considering
the views of Islamic government, believed that at the end,
the human reality will lead to celestial reality.

The Role Of Life In The Meaning

There are two main approaches about the role of life and
its position in life meanings. The fans of first approach
believed that the human is not only living specially for
life, but also they are living just in order to achieve the
external definitions. So the life has not any importance in
the life meanings but the life is a mediator in order to
achieve transcendental orders that is the same goal of
human life thus life just has a subordinate role and won't
be described by pleasures. A group of them considered life
without any value, soul and understandings as well as a
silent and stagnant creature. The western thinkers that
provided divine goal in the life meaning, are appealing to
higher level of life for fulfilment. "The theory of divine
goal is that a life will be meaningful when human fulfils
the goal that god determined for him". This view was
accepted by some humanist researchers and some Islamic
thinkers that were providing purposeful creation in the life
meaning, tended to this view.

The fans of second view considered a main role for life in
the life meaning and they believed that however life is not
just for living, but it is not a separated order from the life
meaning. The life meaning is the whole meaning of reality
and not any other thing in the outside of life. The human is
not living to achieve the meaning, but he is living to detect
the meaningfully of life that is the human reality. The
human will haveno different with animal, tree and stone if
he cannot find their reality in the life.

The Meaning Of Life

Human evaluates the different internal and external orders
in accordance with their inquisitiveness. Where the

existence come from? Why are they coming? Where will
they go in the future? How should they go there? Does
this world has a god? If it has, does god create this world
in accordance with anoverall plan and based on welfare or
there is mischiefin this world? Human is known about the
death, and will react against it and its world.They will try
so hard to achieve relation and to avoid hardness. Overall
human have relation with human reality in accordance
with everything in the mind, brain, heart and emotions.
They will talk about everything in the world such each
creature in the world and the orders related to humans.
These questions and the ways of answers, have some
direct and indirect effects on their life. In addition to
divine schools, some social, moral, philosophy, and
economical schools that are made by human mind, have
some different answers for those questions, thus the
approaches are so wide and different that cannot be
evaluated. Some schools and theorists found the
meaningfully of life in the nihilism and meaninglessness,
some other one evaluated the factors of meaninglessness
in order to determine the meaning of life.Some schools
and theorists that accepted the meaningfully of life,
described the factors and reasons of meaningfully by
different evaluations because they had some
disagreements among themselves. In order to codify the
considered view by this article, some instances should be
presented:

A: Human Reality

The human life is hidden in the quiddity of human.
Humans cannot find any suitable answers without correct
knowledge of their existential nature.In the evaluations of
"meaning", it is described that the aim of "reality" is that it
resulted from god. In accordance with this definition, the
human reality should be all the nature that is non-split and
human is human by this. This realty is the factor of
differences among human and animals and is specially
belongs to humans. The description of human reality is
based on the kind of existence knowledgeand schools as
well as thinkers.

The material and naturalist views, classified the existence
world and its creatures I accordance with everything that
is in the material world by cognitive method and it won't
define the human reality more than material and worldly
affairs. The soul-oriented views, considered human as a
soul and they had not any attention to the physicals and
material dimension. But the divine view, that is based on
the Islam and then Islamic thinkers in different fields,
considered the human as a two dimensional creature.
Some existential and conceptual views of life, that are
considered as brain, soul and nature, are reasons that
forming the real nature of human and separating them
from other creatures. The human reality have some special
perceptions, attitudes and competencies that are resulted
from existential and infra-animals talents. The human's
talents and existential capabilities won't be considered in
this article, but everything that is in the human's nature
will be discussed that does not require any external factors
like environment and society and to be discovered and to
counterfeited. These affairs were created with humans and
had no ability to change and to transform or to destroy,
however they had ability of intensity, weakness and
acceptance of inaction and neglect.
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B: The Role Of Human In The Meaning Of Life

One of the important concepts in the reality of life
meaning is determination of position and the role of
human in the achievement of life meaning. Some of the
existential and humanist researchers considered the
meaning of life as fake human and they believe that
human is free and authorized creature in the creation of
their values in accordance with internal and external needs
and the conditions of individual and social life and there is
no predicted intelligent plan in their creation by an
external affair. Humans create the aim and the value of
life and some necessary tools and abilities will be used by
them in order to fulfill those goals, thus in accordance
with this view, the needs of divine affaire like god is felt
in order to made life meaningful. Other group believed
that human is the discoverer of the life meaning, they do
not consider the existence and human's creation without
any goal, and they consider an external and divine affair
as a necessary affair that has an intelligent plan and is a
benevolent creature. In this case, the role of human is to
discover the divine affairs and to fulfill the life in
accordance with it. Both two approaches have the ability
to be understood in accordance with human reality view.
Human won't distort any natural affairs or any talents and
new capabilities for themselves. Everything that makes
human as a human is the same human reality that is born
with them.

C: The Relation between Life Meanings of Human
with Other Creatures

Is the meaning of life and its questions especially for
humans? All the followers of divine religious that
considered human as a  transcendental creature and some
thinkers of human cognitive field that are working on the
meaning of life, considered a paranormal creature and a
designer of existence world in order to target the  human
life. If we believe a unit, coordinated and wide system that
each creature is placed in the correct position in it, that
this position is determined accordance with talents and
existential capabilities, we can accept that the meaning of
life has relation to the other creatures. It will depend on
the higher creatures and lower creatures. Furthermore
without any determining and defining the position of
creatures and their roles, the real meaning of human's life
cannot be determined and some problems will be occurred
in the meaning of life. The imagination of human without
any relation to the other creatures will be irrational. The
meaningfully hypothesis of human's life is the acceptance
of meaningless life of human if it has no relation to the
other creatures. How we can accept that a creature that is
meaningless and without any goal, will be give
meaningfully to the human life and if all of the human
reality and their meaningfully are to achieve god, thus god
should be the all of the reality of meaning that human can
achieve the reality of meaning by connecting to god.

If human should continue the life in the coordinated
relation to other creatures, the creatures should be
targeted, meaningful and valuable and these are related to
their existential position, thus hams can make their life
meaningful. Furthermore their effects on the meaningfully
of life is not the same. The paranormal creatures is the
peak point and the reality of meaning of human's life. The

lower creatures have been used as tools in order to fulfill
the meanings by humans. The difference between human
and other lower creatures in this field is that human will
understand their life by a rational and targeted dimension
but other creatures are not like them. If they don’t have
them, it does not mean that there is not any aim, value and
meaning, but also a creature that is the meaning, science
and intellect, will determine the positions of each
creatures in the existence system and will determine goal
and definite meaning for them and these creatures will
achieve it without any resistance unless an external
prevention created, but human will make a decision in
order to achieve to human reality due to the power of
authority and intelligent that are hidden in them. This does
not mean that the meaning of life is an issue for other
creatures. God that is a mere creature in each religious and
has potentially all of the perfection attributes, then
everything will be meaningful by god. The question of life
is especially for human in accordance with the wisdom
and the human's curiosity. The Spiritual Thinkers will
judge about the current human's life and material human
due to scientologist and functional intellect of human. If
we delete the beginning and the end of a unified
existential reality, we cannot give comprehensive answers
to the medium and defect sections, because the current
position of human will be seemed complex and dark, thus
the answer of these issues will be vague and confused and
will lead to increase of uncertainty. These will result that
human cannot achieve their goal and also they will be
more confused that as a result, human will be driven into
the death and nonexistence.

CONCLUSION
The human should have a real return to their own self and
understand themselves that are a valuable gem. They are
worthy to be honored creatures, thus they should not sell
themselves so cheap. If they understand their reality by a
constructiveness role by a continuous affect. The life will
be meaningless if they will go out from their reality. The
human reality will connect them to the divine reality and
they will be achieved a real love, unlimited relaxation and
everything that is required for perfect human and human
can make their life meaningful by them. But what are the
approaches of achievement of this reality and the methods
of powers constructiveness? This question and other ones
like this, require some additional articles in this field.
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